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Abstract. Astatine isotopes can be produced in liquid lead-bismuth eutectic targets through proton-
induced double charge exchange reactions on bismuth or in secondary helium-induced interactions. Models
implemented into the most common high-energy transport codes generally have difficulties to correctly
estimate their production yields as was shown recently by the ISOLDE collaboration, which measured
release rates from a lead-bismuth target irradiated by 1.4 and 1 GeV protons. In this paper, we first study
the capability of the new version of the Liège intranuclear cascade model, INCL4.6, coupled to the de-
excitation code ABLA07 to predict the different elementary reactions involved in the production of such
isotopes through a detailed comparison of the model with the available experimental data from the liter-
ature. Although a few remaining deficiencies are identified, very satisfactory results are found, thanks in
particular to improvements brought recently on the treatment of low energy helium induced reactions. The
implementation of the models into MCNPX allows identifying the respective contributions of the different
possible reaction channels in the ISOLDE case. Finally, the full simulation of the ISOLDE experiment is
performed, taking into account the likely rather long diffusion time from the target, and compared with the
measured diffusion rates for the different astatine isotopes, at the two studied energies, 1.4 and 1 GeV. The
shape of the isotopic distribution is perfectly reproduced as well as the absolute release rates, assuming in
the calculation a diffusion time between 5 and 10 hours. This work finally shows that our model, thanks to
the attention paid to the emission of high-energy clusters and to low-energy cluster induced reactions, can
be safely used within MCNPX to predict isotopes with a charge larger than that of the target by two units
in spallation targets, and, probably, more generally to isotopes created in secondary reactions induced by
composite particles.
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1 Introduction

Spallation targets, generally made of heavy metal and
bombarded by a high-intensity proton beam, can be used
to produce intense neutron fluxes for condensed matter
and material studies, in accelerator-driven sub-critical re-
actors, or in radioactive ion beam facilities. Liquid lead-
bismuth eutectic (LBE) is a possible choice for the target
material and has been employed at the ISOLDE facility at
CERN [1] and in the SINQ MEGAPIE target [2] at PSI. It
is also the choice for the ADS demonstrator MYRRHA [3].
The spallation reactions occurring in the target give rise
to a huge number of radioactive isotopes, some of which
being volatile and therefore of particular concern in the
case of liquid targets.

a Present address: CEA/Saclay, DM2S/STMS/LGLS, 91191
Gif-sur-Yvette, Cedex, France

Recently, the IS419 experiment at the ISOLDE facil-
ity at CERN measured the production and release rates
of volatile elements from a LBE target irradiated by a
proton beam of 1 and 1.4 GeV [4,5]. Among others, the
production of At isotopes was investigated. Although the
production of astatine isotopes is relatively modest and
these isotopes are generally short-lived, they could pose
a radioprotection issue since astatine being a halogen is
highly volatile. Released astatine isotopes mostly β-decay
to polonium isotopes, which are particularly radiotoxic
since they are, especially 208Po, 209Po and 210Po, rather
long-lived alpha emitters. Note that polonium isotopes are
also directly produced inside the target, in fact in much
larger quantities, including 210Po through activation of
209Bi by low energy neutrons if the target is surrounded
by a moderator, but they are not expected to be released
at temperature of normal operation.
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In Ref. [5], the experimental results were compared to
simulations with the high energy transport codes FLUKA
[7] and MCNPX [8]. In the case of MCNPX, two different
spallation models, actually two different combinations of
intranuclear cascade and de-excitation models, were tried:
INCL4-ABLA [9,10]) and BertiniDresner [11,12]. None
of the calculations were able to predict either the order
of magnitude of the measured astatine production or the
shape of the isotopic distribution.

From the modeling point of view, the production of
astatine from bismuth is interesting since its atomic charge
(Z = 85) is larger than that of bismuth by two units.
This means that it can be produced only through (p, π−)
reactions on bismuth or via secondary reactions involving
(mainly) 3He or 4He. Therefore, a reliable prediction of
astatine yields by a given model is a test of its capability
to correctly handle these particular channels.

Since the paper by Tall et al. [5], a lot of improvements
have been brought to the INCL4-ABLA combination of
models. New versions, INCL4.5 [13] and ABLA07 [14] re-
spectively, have been developed and tested against an ex-
tensive set of experimental data, part of the work being
done in the framework of the EUROTRANS/NUDATRA
FP6 EC project [15], whose objective was to provide im-
proved simulation tools for the design of ADS transmuters.
The benchmark of spallation models organized under the
auspices of IAEA [16] showed that this combination of
models gives the best predictions of spallation residue pro-
duction [17]. However, remaining deficiencies of INCL4.5
were identified, in particular concerning low incident en-
ergy and composite particle induced reactions, which had
never been extensively tested. Therefore, and in particular
in view of more reliable predictions of residues generated
in secondary reactions, efforts have been devoted to im-
proving the model on these points. The resulting version,
called INCL4.6 is described in details elsewhere [18]. Cou-
pled to the latest version of ABLA07, it has been imple-
mented into a private version of MCNPX2.7b [20], thus
allowing complete spallation targets simulations.

In this paper, after outlining the experimental results
and briefly describing the model, we discuss its capability
to reproduce the different reaction channels involved in
the production of astatine in a Pb-Bi target. Then, we
present the results of the simulation of the ISOLDE target
irradiated with protons of 1.4 and 1 GeV obtained with
the model implemented into MCNPX and compare with
the experimental data of Ref. [5] on astatine release rates.

2 The ISOLDE experiment

The ISOLDE IS419 experiment was devoted to the study
of the production and release rates of volatile elements
from a liquid Pb-Bi eutectic target irradiated with pro-
ton beams of 1.4 and 1 GeV. It is described in details
in [4–6]. The lead-bismuth was contained in a tantalum
cylinder of 20 cm length and 1 cm radius, 75% filled. The
target temperature was fixed at 600◦C. The volatile ele-
ments produced in the liquid metal were ionized by means
of a plasma ion source, then accelerated and sent to a

magnetic mass separators after which measurements were
performed. Two different measurement techniques were
used: off-line measurements using γ-spectroscopy are used
for isotopes with half-lives from about 5 minutes to few
weeks; on-line measurements for short-lived isotopes in
which they are directed to a dedicated tape station where
yields are measured.
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Fig. 1. Release rate of astatine isotopes from the ISOLDE
LBE target at 1.4 GeV measured by [5] and compared with
the results of different transport codes (see text).

The measured release rates are the results of complex
processes since the volatile elements have to diffuse in
the liquid metal, effuse through the target container, the
transfer line and the ion source, be ionized, then acceler-
ated and sent to the magnetic mass separators and to the
beam lines where the measurements are done. The asso-
ciated losses and efficiencies are rather well under control
for noble gases and mercury. For astatine, measurements
done at different temperatures [6] shows that at the tar-
get operation temperature, 600◦C, the release rate has
reached a maximum, which seems to indicate that it is
completely released. The diffusion time in the liquid metal
also varies a lot depending on the element, for instance it
is a few minutes for noble gases but more than 30 min for
mercury. For astatine, it is not known, which as will be
shown in the following makes it more difficult to compare
experiment and simulation.

The experimental isotopic distribution of released as-
tatine is shown in Fig. 1 extracted from Ref. [5]. As ex-
plained above, the measurement was compared to calcula-
tions done with FLUKA [7] and MCNPX [8], in which two
different spallation models were tried, INCL4.2-ABLA [9,
10]) and Bertini-Dresner [11,12]. A complete and quasi
instantaneous release was assumed. While some models
were able to predict rather well noble gas and mercury
release rates, it is striking that, besides the level of the
rates that could be possibly explained by a smaller than
expected release fraction, the shape of the measured iso-
topic distribution is totally different from the predicted
ones, whatever the model used: the measured rates de-
crease with decreasing isotope mass while it increases or
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stays constant in the models. Clearly, efforts should be
done to understand these features.

3 The model

Let us recall that spallation reactions are generally viewed
as a two-step process: a first stage, the intranuclear cas-
cade, in which the incoming nucleon experiences a series
of nucleon - nucleon collisions leading to the ejection of
fast particles and leaving an excited remnant, which, in
a second stage de-excites through evaporation and some-
times fission. In this paper, we shall use the Liège intranu-
clear cascade model, INCL4 and for the de-excitation, the
ABLA model developed in GSI, Darmstadt. A complete
description of their initial version can be found in Refs. [9]
and [10], respectively. The first attempt to add the possi-
bility of producing composite particles during the intranu-
clear cascade stage of INCL4, which, as will appear in the
following, is very important for the purpose of this paper,
was made in [21]. A lot of improvements were brought to
the models which led to the versions tested in the IAEA
benchmark, INCL4.5 [13] and ABLA07 [14]. However, the
INCL4 version used in the present paper is INCL4.6, in
which special attention has been paid to low incident ener-
gies and composite induced reactions, presented in details
in [18]. Here, we just summarize the features of the model
that are relevant for the production of Zt+ 2 isotopes, i.e.
isotopes with charge larger than the target one by 2 units.

As already mentioned, protons irradiating a Pb/Bi tar-
get can produce astatine isotopes through the following
mechanisms:

(i) 209Bi(p, π−xn)210−xAt, i.e. double charge exchange in
primary reactions, in which the proton is absorbed into
the bismuth nucleus and a negative pion plus a certain
number of neutrons (and possibly π0) are emitted;

(ii) 209Bi(3He, xn)212−xAt and 209Bi(4He, xn)213−xAt, i.e.
a two-step process helium-induced secondary reactions;

(iii) secondary (p, π−), (d, π−), (t, π−), (π+, π−) and re-
actions induced by ions heavier than helium can also
lead to astatine isotopes but their contributions were
checked to be negligible.

3.1 Pion production

In INCL4 pion production proceeds from the excitation of
the ∆ resonance. In the initial version [9], the model had
a tendency to overpredict pion production cross-sections.
In the INCL4.5 version, an average isospin-dependent po-
tential well was introduced for pions, as well as reflection
and/or transmission at the border of this potential. The
phenomenological study that allowed to fix the depth of
the potential is presented in detail in Ref. [22]. The general
result is a reduction of the pion production cross sections,
and a good agreement with experimental data, as illus-
trated by Fig. 2, in the case of negative pions.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of INCL4.2 (dashed blue lines) and
INCL4.6 (red lines) predictions with experimental data for in-
clusive π− double differential cross sections in p+208 Pb colli-
sions at 730 MeV for different angles. Results at each angle are
scaled down by a factor 10 starting from the smallest angle.
Data are from Ref. [19].

3.2 Helium production

Since secondary reactions of helium nuclei can be respon-
sible for the production of astatine, it is important to
have a model able to correctly predict helium produc-
tion in spallation reactions. In particular, experimental
helium energy spectra exhibit a high-energy tail that is
often not accounted for by conventional spallation mod-
els since it cannot come from the evaporation stage and
the INC emits only nucleons and pions. Only models hav-
ing a specific mechanism to produce high-energy clusters
of nucleons can aspire reproducing the experimentally ob-
served high-energy tail. In INCL4 a mechanism based on
surface coalescence in phase space has been introduced
in Ref. [21]. It assumes that a cascade nucleon ready to
escape at the nuclear surface can coalesce with other nu-
cleons close enough in phase space and form a cluster that
will be emitted if its energy is sufficient to overcome the
Coulomb barrier. All possible clusters are formed and the
priority is given to the one with the lowest excitation en-
ergy per nucleon. In later versions of the models, the mech-
anism, originally limited to helium, has been extended to
clusters up to mass 8 and the phenomenological parame-
ters of the model, which include the volume of the phase
space cell in which nucleons should be to form a cluster
and the distance from the surface at which the clusters are
built, have been revisited. It should be stressed however
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Fig. 3. Alpha and 3He double-differential cross sections, in the
p+Au reaction at 1.2 GeV, measured by [23] and compared
with the results of INCL4.6-ABLA07. The cross sections are
mutliplied by 1, 10 and and so on, successively, starting from
the smallest angle. The contribution due to the coalescence
process in the cascade is given by the dashed green line.

that, like all the ingredients and parameters of INCL4,
once chosen, the coalescence parameters are kept constant
whatever the system studied.

In Fig. 3, experimental data from [23] of alpha and
3He production double-differential cross sections, in the
p+Au reaction at 1.2 GeV, are compared to the model
predictions. A very good agreement can be observed all
along the energy spectrum. In order to emphasize the im-
portance of the coalescence mechanism the dashed green
curve shows its contribution in the total production cross-
sections. As already noticed in Ref. [24], in the case of
3He, it represents the major part of the production cross-
section.

3.3 Helium-induced reactions

The last feature that is very important in order to reli-
ably predict astatine production is the treatment of the
secondary helium-induced reactions. Although from the
origin, the INCL4 model was designed to handle reactions
with composite particle up to alpha, little attention had
been paid to those up to recently. In addition, secondary
reactions occur at low energies, generally below the alleged
theoretical limit of validity of INC models. However, when
models are implemented into transport codes and used for
a large variety of applications, since no better solution ex-
ists (the data libraries available to the public transport
codes do not consider yet reactions induced by complex
particles), it is necessary to ensure the model predicts at
least the gross features of all possible interactions. This
is why an effort has been devoted to improve the treat-
ment of low-energy composite particle induced reactions in
INCL4. Details of the modifications brought to the model

are discussed in [18]. Let us say here that the main im-
provements concern:

(a) the composite projectile, which was originally a col-
lection of on-shell independent nucleons with internal
Fermi motion superimposed to the collective motion,
is now composed of off-shell nucleons bound by an ad-
hoc potential ensuring that the sum of the nucleon
energies in the rest frame of the projectile is equal to
the tabulated mass, therefore ensuring full energy and
momentum conservation;

(b) geometrical spectators, i.e. nucleons not passing through
the target volume, are put on-shell and the energy
needed to preserve a correct balance is taken from the
participant nucleons;

(c) if one of the nucleons tries to enter into the target be-
low the Fermi level, all nucleons are absorbed leading
to a total absorption of the projectile and the forma-
tion of a compound nucleus which is directly given to
the de-excitation model;

(d) the projectile Coulomb deviation is now explicitely
taken into account;

(e) experimental mass tables instead of average values,
which were sufficient at high energies but were prob-
lematic close to reaction thresholds, are used, ensuring
correct Q-values for the different reaction channels.
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Fig. 4. Total reaction cross sections as a function of incident
energy for alphas (solid lines) and 3He (dashed lines) on Bi cal-
culated with INCL4.6-ABLA07 (red curves) and the older ver-
sion INCL4.2-ABLA (green curves) compared to experimental
data on Pb and Bi targets from [25–27]

With these modifications, the model is able to pre-
dict rather well the helium-induced total reaction cross-
sections as can be seen in Fig. 4, in which the model is
compared to the few available experimental data [25–27]
and to the predictions of the original version. This success
may seem surprising since INC models are not supposed
to be used to describe reactions below ∼ 150 MeV and
even less fusion reactions. Actually, this can be under-
stood if one realizes that the model has by construction
correct macroscopic properties, thanks to the realistic pro-
jectile and target densities and to the Coulomb deviation,
and that, once nucleons have entered into the target nu-
cleus, they are mostly trapped within the nuclear potential
and not sensitive to the detail of the intranuclear cascade.
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The above mentioned (c) assumption goes also in this di-
rection. This may be sufficient to get the gross features
of fusion reactions. Our model obviously contains some
phenomenology but probably not more than many fusion
models available on the market, with the advantage that,
when the incident energy is increasing, the model can nat-
urally describe the transition from complete to incomplete
fusion. The predictions of the model concerning particular
channels is discussed in the following section.

4 Validation of the model for astatine
production channels

4.1 Contributions of the different channels

In the preceding section we have described the generic
features of the model that are prerequisites for a correct
prediction of astatine production channels, i.e. pion pro-
duction, high-energy helium emission and low-energy he-
lium interactions. Before going to a more detailed valida-
tion regarding the particular reaction channels involved in
astatine production, let us estimate the level of the differ-
ent contributions and the energies at which the reactions
are occurring. The full simulation of the ISOLDE LBE
target irradiated by 1.4 GeV protons has therefore been
performed using INCL4.6-ABLA07 implemented into MC-
NPX [20]. Fig. 5 shows the global production rate per in-
cident proton of the different astatine isotopes and the
contributions from the different possible mechanisms: pri-
mary and secondary (p, π−) reactions (46% of the total),
secondary reactions induced by alphas (33%) and 3He
(18%). It appears that the isotopes with mass larger than
209 are produced only through secondary helium-induced
reactions, which is not surprising since (p, π−xn) can lead
only to At210−x. On the other hand, both mechanisms
populate the other isotopes, the very lightest ones pref-
erentially originating from double charge exchange reac-
tions. Regarding the respective contributions of 3He and
4He induced reactions, it is found that alphas play a larger
role and lead to higher masses, here also as could be ex-
pected.

The distribution of the incident kinetic energies at
which the different reactions producing astatine isotopes
occur is shown in Fig. 6. It appears that double charge ex-
change reactions happen very close to the incident beam
energy. This reflects the fact that the primary beam has
a large probability to interact before slowing down and
most of the primary reactions occur in the first centime-
ters of the target. Very few secondary proton reactions
are observed. The spectrum of secondary helium-induced
reactions presents a peak around 50 MeV indicating that
they are mostly provoked by nuclei originating from the
cascade rather than from the evaporation stage, especially
since they may have slowed down before interacting.

4.2 Double charge exchange channel

In section 3, it was shown that our model correctly pre-
dicts negative pion production. However, what matters

Fig. 5. Number of nuclei produced per incident proton for the
different astatine isotopes as predicted by INCL4.6-ABLA07
implemented in MCNPX for the ISOLDE LBE target irradi-
ated by 1.4 GeV protons: black total production, green: pro-
duction through (p, π−) reactions; red and blue: through sec-
ondary reactions induced by alphas and 3He respectively.

Fig. 6. Number per incident proton of reactions leading to
astatine production, as a function of the energy at which the
reaction occurs: black: total, green: (p, π−) reactions; red and
blue: secondary reactions induced by alphas and 3He respec-
tively.

for astatine production is the particular channel of dou-
ble charge exchange, in which a negative pion is emitted
without any other charged particle. The population of this
channel therefore also depends upon the probability to
emit protons and clusters either in the cascade stage or
during the de-excitation. The de-excitation itself is deter-
mined by the excitation energy at the end of the cascade
stage and by the competition between the different par-
ticles that could be evaporated; fission could also play a
role.
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Fig. 7. Cross sections for the production of different asta-
tine isotopes from a Bi target irradiated by 800 MeV protons
measured by [28] and compared to the prediction of INCL4.6-
ABLA07.

Fig. 8. Isotopic distribution of barium isotopes measured in
reverse kinematics in the p+136Xe measured by Napolitani et
al. [29] and compared to the prediction of INCL4.6-ABLA07.

Unfortunately, very few thin-target experimental data
are available to test our model on this particular channel.
The only ones that are directly relevant to our case, i.e. for
Bi at an incident energy around 1 GeV, are the data from
Dombsky et al. [28] on p+Bi at 800 MeV in which sev-
eral astatine isotopes have been identified by radiochem-
ical methods. They are displayed on Fig. 7 together with
the result of the calculation. In Fig. 8, we also show iso-
topic distributions of Zt + 2 (barium) isotopes from the
p+136Xe at 1 GeV measured using the reverse kinematics
method at GSI Darmstadt [29]. In both cases, the calcu-
lation overpredicts the experimental data by a factor 2 to
5 for the heaviest isotopes but less than 2 for the light-
est ones. The reason for this is not well understood. It
is probably linked to the ratio of charged particles ver-
sus neutrons emitted either in the evaporation or, more
likely, during the cascade stage, since a larger emission
of charged particle would depopulate the Zt + 2 produc-
tion. Clearly, the responsibility of fission can be ruled out

since both the Xe (which does not undergo fission) and Bi
targets exhibits the same tendency.

However, since in the ISOLDE target the double charge
exchange channel is a major contribution only for light
isotopes, it can be expected that our simulation for those
isotopes should be correct within a factor 2 with a ten-
dency to an overprediction.

4.3 Secondary reaction channels

The preceding sections have revealed that a major part
of astatine is coming from secondary helium-induced re-
actions and that a priori our model correctly predicts the
production of high-energy helium and the total reaction
cross-sections at the energy at which the reactions take
place. It remains to check that the particular (He, xn)
channels involved in the prediction of the different iso-
topes are also under control.
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Fig. 9. 209Bi(α, xn) cross sections for x = 1 to 6 as functions
of the α incident kinetic energy. The red curves correspond
to the predictions of the INCL4.6+ABLA07 model. The ex-
perimental data were compiled using the experimental nuclear
reaction database EXFOR [34].

In Figs. 9 and 10, experimental cross sections, found in
the EXFOR experimental nuclear reaction database [34],
regarding 209Bi(α, xn) and 209Bi(3He, xn), respectively,
for different x values, as a function of the incident particle
kinetic energy, are compared with the model. It can be
observed that, for α-induced reactions the model agrees
rather well with the experimental results. In particular,
the maximum cross-section for each channel is very well
predicted. However, the opening and closing of the dif-
ferent channels as a function of incident energy seems to
happen a little too early. This is probably related to the
probability of emitting a given number of neutrons, which
is very sensitive to model parameters used in the evap-
oration model such as the level densities or the inverse
cross-sections. This idea is substantiated by tests done
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Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 9 but for 209Bi(3He, xn) cross sections
for x = 1 to 5.

with another evaporation code, actually GEMINI++ [31,
32], which lead to a shift of the different channels as a
function of energy [33]. The competition with proton emis-
sion is probably not relevant here either since, as observed
in [30] in the similar case of a tantalum target, the sum of
the different (α, xn) channels exhausts the total reaction
cross-section.

In the case of 3He, the situation is less good, as can be
seen in Fig. 10. The x = 1 and x = 2 channels are largely
overestimated, the agreement being restored only for the
largest x values. The reason for this difference has been
thoroughly investigated in [18], in particular by looking at
the respective contributions from the cascade and evap-
oration stages in the different channels. Contrary to the
4He case, in which the cascade contribution, except in the
1n channel, is negligible close to the opening of the chan-
nel, for 3He the 1n, 2n and to a lesser extent 3n channels
are mainly cascade populated. This is explained by the
very different binding energies of 3He and 4He that has
two consequences: first, the available energy after fusion,
i.e. the incident energy plus the Q-value, is much larger in
the case of 3He, meaning that several neutrons should be
evaporated to exhaust the excitation energy and therefore
the lowest x channels cannot be populated by evaporation;
second, 3He being less bound has a higher probability to
undergo a dissociation before reaching the target leading
to one or two nucleons not entering the target or in other
words to incomplete instead of complete fusion. This also
explains that the sum of the different (3He, xn) channels
does not exhaust the total reaction cross-section contrary
to the case of 4He, as observed in [30]. In our model, as-
pects linked to Q-values should be correctly taken into
account, thanks to the fact that we now use experimental
mass tables. On the contrary, the dissociation is mainly
deriving from geometrical aspects (spectators) which may
be not realistic enough. The large overprediction of the
x = 1 and x = 2 channels and the fact that the associ-
ated neutrons are found to come from the cascade stage

seems to indicate that the model does not predict enough
absorption.

Actually, in the ISOLDE target secondary reactions
induced by 3He are much less numerous than by 4He for
the channels with the smallest x-values. Since our model
agrees well with the experimental data for 4He for all x-
values and for 3He for x > 2, we can expect the overall
prediction to be reliable within a factor definitely smaller
than 2. It should be stressed again that the intranuclear
cascade is used here well beyond its alleged applicability
limit and the overall agreement obtained in helium in-
duced reactions is globally very satisfactory.

5 Astatine production yields in the ISOLDE
target

5.1 Influence of the diffusion time

As mentioned above, the diffusion time of astatine in LBE
is not known. In [5], the calculations were done assuming
that this time is much smaller than the half-life of the
measured astatine isotopes. If, on the contrary, this time
is of the same order or larger than the half-life of some
isotopes, these isotopes will partially decay before being
released from the target. Actually, all the astatine isotopes
have half-life shorter than or equal to 8h, some being much
smaller, 9, 26 and 29 minutes for 204At, 205At and 206At
respectively. Moreover, astatine is a halogen and the re-
lease time of another halogen, iodine, has been measured
in [6] and found to be of the order of several hours. This
suggests that the question of the release time has to be
carefully looked at.

A first simulation of the ISOLDE experiment has been
done with INCL4.6-ABLA07 in MCNPX, assuming that
the diffusion time is much smaller than the half-life of all
measured isotopes, in which case the production yields can
be directly compared to the experimental ones. The results
of the calculations at 1.4 and 1 GeV are compared to the
experimental data in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively, as the
solid red curve. It should be noted that the experimental
data presented here [35] are not exactly the same as in [5],
in which they were still preliminary. Clearly, large differ-
ences between the calculation and the experimental data
are observed and seems difficult to justify in view of the
careful validation of the model on the different elementary
reaction channels performed in the preceding sections, in
particular when looking at the two orders of magnitude
discrepancy for the lightest isotopes. Since these isotopes
are also the shortest lived ones, the responsibility of the
release time can be suspected.

We have therefore corrected the production yields given
by MCNPX in order to take into account a possibly rather
large diffusion time. The used assumptions and derived
formulas are detailed in the appendix. Since the release
time is not known, different values up to 20 hours have
been tried. The corrected yields are shown in Figs. 11 and
12 as lines with different colors. As expected, the effect
of the correction is much larger on the short-lived iso-
topes than on the long-lived ones but is significant even in
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Fig. 11. Astatine release rates measured by the ISOLDE col-
laboration [35] at 1.4 GeV compared to MCNPX simulations,
using INCL4.6-ABLA07. The solid red line is the yield given
by MCNPX, the other lines are corrected to take into account
the diffusion time and decay according to the formulas given
in the appendix.
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Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 11 but at 1 GeV.

the latter case for times above a few hours. A remarkable
agreement between the calculations and the experiment
is observed, regarding not only the shape of the isotopic
distribution but also the absolute release rates, at both
energies, for release times of the order of 10 hours. We
cannot claim that the comparison of our model with the
ISOLDE experimental data allows determining the asta-
tine diffusion time. However, since we have proven in the
first part of this paper that all the elementary produc-

tion channels are reproduced within a factor of 2, with a
tendency to overpredict the isotopes produced by double
charge exchange reactions, the comparison with the data
at both incident energies seems to indicate that a diffusion
time between 5 and 10 hours would be plausible. This also
explains the huge discrepancy between all the models and
the experimental data found in [5].

5.2 Application to mercury isotopes

In the same experiment, isotopes of other elements were
also measured, for which the models tried in [5] give rea-
sonable agreement with the experimental data, mainly be-
cause they are produced in less exotic channels than asta-
tine. Some information on the diffusion time was obtained
during the experiment [6]. The diffusion time was esti-
mated by measuring the current of Hg204+ isotope with
a Faraday cup, up to 30 minutes. At 650 C the estimate
diffusion time was of about 10 minutes. Some mercury
isotopes however have a half-life shorter than this time.
Therefore, we have applied our correction method to mer-
cury to verify it. The results are shown in Fig. 13 for
different diffusion times.
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Fig. 13. Same as Fig. 11 but for mercury isotopes at 1.4 GeV.
Possible precursors decaying to mercury isotopes are taken into
account.

Clearly, for the lighest isotopes, which have the short-
est half-life, a diffusion time of the order of 10 to 20
min, corresponding roughly to the estimated experimental
value, greatly improves the agreement between the calcu-
lation and the experimental data.

5.3 Comparison to other models

In order to emphasize the importance of the secondary re-
actions induced by the clusters produced during the cas-
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cade stage through our coalescence mechanism, a calcu-
lation has been performed switching off this mechanism.
The result is presented as the green curve in Fig. 14 (for a
diffusion time of 10 hours) and exhibits a severe deficit of
heavy isotopes. This confirms what was already suspected
in section 4.1 looking at Fig. 6. Obviously, a model that
is unable to emit high energy helium nuclei cannot be ex-
pected to correctly predict astatine production in a LBE
target, since only a small fraction of the heliums produced
in the evaporation stage have enough energy to undergo
a reaction before being stopped. This was the case of our
first version INCL4.2, which is more or less mimicked by
INCL4.6 without clusters, but also of the MCNPX default
model option, Bertini-Dresner.
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Y. Tall et al.

Fig. 14. Same as Fig. 11, for a diffusion time of 10 hours,
with the normal INCL4.6-ABLA07 compared to a calculation
in which the production of clusters in the INC model was
switched off (green line) and to CEM03 (blue line).

In Fig. 14, the results are also compared with a MC-
NPX calculation using CEM03 [36], which actually means
that the models involved are CEM03 to describe proton-
induced reactions and ISABEL INC [37], the default op-
tion of MCNPX to describe reactions induced by complex
particles at energies up to 1 GeV, to calculate interactions
of secondary 3He and 4He with Bi (blue line). It is inter-
esting to note that, while such a calculation more or less
correctly predicts the isotope produced in double-charge
exchange reactions, it is not able to account for the mea-
sured yield of heavy astatine isotopes. Actually, CEM03
does have mechanisms to produce high-energy heliums, as
shown in [36], but the fact that it does not produce iso-
topes with mass larger than 209 indicates that the prob-
lem lies probably in an inadequate treatment of low energy
helium induced reactions by ISABEL.

We do not show here calculations corrected with differ-
ent diffusion times for INCL4.6-ABLA07 without cluster

and CEM03. Indeed, there is no possibility to find a dif-
fusion time which would give a better agreement with the
experimental data on the heavy isotopes without spoiling
the light ones.
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Fig. 15. Mercury isotopes measured at 1.4 GeV compared to
the INCL4.6-ABLA07 and CEM03 models for a diffusion time
of 10 min.

Results on mercury isotopes obtained by both INCL4.6-
ABLA07 and CEM03 at 1.4 GeV are displayed in Fig. 15,
for a diffusion time of 10 min. It can be observed that
CEM03, in this case in which secondary reactions induced
by composite particles do not play any significant role,
agrees very well, even better than INCL4.6, with the ex-
perimental data.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated the capability of the
new INCL4.6 version of the Liège intranuclear cascade
model, coupled to the deexcitation code ABLA07, to pre-
dict astatine production in LBE spallation targets, when
implemented into a high-energy transport code such as
MCNPX. This study was initially motivated by the exis-
tence of experimental data from the ISOLDE collabora-
tion that could not be reproduced by the different codes
that were tried.

We first checked that the model reasonably reproduces
all the features of the elementary interactions that play
a role in the generation of isotopes with a charge larger
than that of the target by two units, i.e. (p, π−) reactions,
the energy spectrum of helium nuclei produced in primary
interactions and the helium-induced secondary reactions.

With the model implemented in MCNPX, the respec-
tive contributions of the different possible reaction chan-
nels in the ISOLDE case have been identified. It showed
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that light astatine isotopes are mainly generated through
(p, π−) reactions while the heavy ones are due to sec-
ondary interactions. A detailed comparison of the model
with the available experimental data from the literature
for each particular channel was carried out, which gave
very satisfactory results thanks in particular to improve-
ments brought recently on the treatment of low energy
helium-induced reactions. A few remaining deficiencies were
identified, as the overprediction of heavy isotopes in dou-
ble charge exchange reactions and in (3He, xn) reactions
for low x values. However, given the relatively low weight
of these channels in the isotope yields in the case of the
ISOLDE target, it can be said that the model has been
validated and its overall accuracy estimated to be better
than a factor 2.

Finally, the full simulation of the ISOLDE experiment
has been performed with the model implemented into MC-
NPX, taking into account a likely rather long diffusion
time in the LBE target. The calculations have been com-
pared with the measured release rates for the different
astatine isotopes, at the two studied energies, 1.4 and 1
GeV. The shape of the isotopic distribution and the ab-
solute release rates are perfectly reproduced, assuming a
diffusion time between 5 and 10 hours. A simulation done
switching off the cluster production through the coales-
cence mechanism in INCL4.6 stressed the importance of
this mechanism, which produce high-energy heliums hav-
ing a high probability of undergoing secondary reactions,
for the astatine production. This points out that mod-
els not having a similar mechanism, such as the default
Bertini-Dresner model in MCNPX, cannot be expected to
reliably predict astatine in LBE. Choosing CEM03, which
does have such a mechanism, in MCNPX, leads however
to a large underestimation of heavy astatine isotopes. This
is in fact because CEM03 (like Bertini INC) is not able to
handle reactions induced by secondary heliums and other
lighter fragments and MCNPX then calls by default the
ISABEL INC, which has probably an inadequate treat-
ment of low-energy helium-induced reactions.

In conclusion, it can be said that our model, thanks to
the attention paid to the emission of high-energy clusters
and to low-energy cluster induced reactions, can be safely
used within MCNPX to calculate the production of iso-
topes with a charge larger than that of the target by two
units in spallation targets. In particular, it can be applied
to the production of polonium isotopes in lead targets,
which for instance was recently found in unexpected con-
centrations in the analyses of lead samples irradiated at
the SINQ facility at PSI [38]. More generally, the model
should be able to correctly predict all the isotopes created
in secondary reactions induced by composite particles.

The authors would like to thank A. Guertin for valuable dis-
cussions.This work was partly supported by the FP7 Euratom
project ANDES, EC contract number FP7-249671.

A Appendix. Correction due to the diffusion
time

The MCNPX calculation provides the number of isotopes
produced in the target per incident proton. If these iso-
topes are radioactive and are not immediately released, it
is necessary to take into account the possible decay before
release when comparing the calculation to the experiment.
Let Φ be the flux of incoming beam intercepting N0 target
nuclei, σ the average production cross section of a given
isotope, Nprod the number of isotopes produced inside the
target. The number of nuclei at a given time inside the
target is called Nin(t) and Nout(t) is the number of nu-
clei that escaped from the target up to time t. Isotopes
are supposed to decay with a half-life T1/2 and are sup-
posed to diffuse in the target before reaching the surface.
The characteristic time (actually, the time of the release
of half the produced quantity) for this diffusion is called
Td.

We look at the evolution of the populations in the sim-
plest case (no geometrical effect, astatine nuclei can escape
once they reach the surface, no effect of depletion of the
target). We assume that astatine nuclei are detected (by
their decay) as soon as they come out of the surface of the
target. The irradiation starts at t = 0 and ends at t = tirr.

dNprod
dt

= ΦσN0. (1)

We can write the Bateman equations [39]

dNin
dt

= ΦσN0 −
ln2

T1/2
Nin − ln2

Td
Nin. (2)

The diffusion proces is supposed to follow the equation:

dNout
dt

=
ln2

Td
Nin. (3)

Actually, detailed studies done at ISOLDE [40] show that
a more complicated process has to be considered but we
want here only to estimate the order of magnitude of the
correction to be applied.

The solution of Eq. 2, for 0 < t < tirr, is

Nin(t) =
ΦσN0

λ
(1 − e−λt), (4)

where

λ = ln2 (
1

Td
+

1

T1/2
), (5)

Using Eqs.3 and 4, the escape rate is therefore:

dNout
dt

=
ln2 ΦσN0

λTd
(1 − e−λt), (6)

Finally, if the measurements integrate just before the end
of the irradiation time over a duration tm = tirr − t1, the
measured yield per incident proton is given by

Yout =

∫ tirr
tirr−tm dNout

Φtm
. (7)
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while the production yield is:

Yprod =

∫ tirr
tirr−tm dNprod

Φtm
= σN0. (8)

One has

Yout =
ln2 Yprod
λTd

[1 + e−λtirr
1 − eλtm

λtm
]. (9)

If tm << T1/2 and Td, then the equation becomes

Yout ≈
ln2 Yprod
λTd

[1 − e−λtirr ]. (10)

For the limit of T1/2 << Td, tirr,

λ ≈ ln2

T1/2
, (11)

and then

Yout ≈
YprodT1/2

Td
. (12)

In our case, astatine isotopes have half-lifes between
9 minutes and 8 hours, the measurement is done during
a short time (a few seconds) after a rather long time of
irradiation, tirr of the order of 22 hours and we have con-
sidered diffusion times between several tens of minutes to
20 hours. Therefore, we can use most of the time Eq.10.

In the case of mercury, generally Td << T1/2 and tirr,

so λ ≈ ln2
Td

and then Yout ≈ Y prod except for the isotopes
with the shortest periods.
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